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On the Arithmetic determination of the trace.
Guillermo Mantilla-Soler
Abstract
Let K be a number field, which is tame and non totally real. In this article we
give a numerical criterion, depending only on the ramification behavior of rami-
fied primes in K, to decide whether or not the integral trace of K is isometric to
the integral trace of another number field L. As a byproduct of our proofs here,
and in contrast with our previous results for cubic fields of positive discriminant,
we show that for cubic fields of negative discriminant isometry between integral
traces is equivalent to equality of discriminants.
1 Introduction
One of the most basic arithmetic invariants of a number field K is its discriminant. Even
though the discriminant is not a complete invariant, at least for degree bigger than 2,
the problem of classifying number fields by means of their discriminants is central in
algebraic number theory ([E-V], [Co] and [Sch]). Since the discriminant of a number
field K is the determinant associated to an integral bilinear pairing, the trace pairing on
the maximal order, it is particularly interesting to ask when for two number fields such
pairings are equivalent. In [Man] we studied a closely related question for cubic fields,
and obtained a complete answer whenever the fields are totally real and of fundamental
discriminant. In [Man1] we found that for tame number fields with ramification at
exactly one odd prime, and at infinity, the equivalence between the trace pairings is
determined by the discriminant and the signature of the fields. In this paper, we show
that for number fields ramified at infinity, with only tame ramification, the integral
trace pairing is totally determined by the discriminant, the signature, and a finite set of
positive integers that depend only on the factorization of ramified primes. In particular,
for non-totally real number fields we see that in the absence of wild ramification, the
integral trace form is determined by the arithmetic of the number field at ramified
primes.
1
1.1 The results
Let K be a number field with maximal order denoted by OK . We write tK : OK×OK →
Z for the associated integral bilinear pairing induced by the trace form TrK/Q : OK → Z.
The integral trace form qK is the integral quadratic form associated to the pairing tK . We
say that two number fieldsK and L have isometric integral trace forms whenever there is
an equivalence of integral quadratic forms between the forms qK and qL. Two immediate
necessary conditions for the existence of such an isometry are that the two number fields
have the same signatures and discriminants. We add a numerical condition, in terms
of ramified primes, that guaranties that such an isometry exists. For every prime p
and number field K we define a positive integer αKp which we call the first ramification
factor (see Definition 2.4 for details).
Theorem (cf. Theorem 2.13). Let K,L be tamely ramified number fields of the same
degree over Q, and suppose that K is non-totally real. The integral trace forms of K
and L are isometric if and only if the following conditions hold:
i) disc(K) = disc(L),
ii) K and L have the same number of complex embeddings,
iii) For every finite prime p 6= 2 that ramifies in K we have that(
αKp
p
)
=
(
αLp
p
)
.
Theorem 2.13 can also be stated in terms of ramification and inertia degrees at ram-
ified primes (see Proposition 2.14).
When dealing with small dimensional number fields the invariants αKp can be easily
determined. An interesting consequence of this is the following result on cubic fields.
Theorem (cf. Theorem 3.3). Let K,L be cubic number fields, and suppose disc(K) < 0.
Then, K and L have isometric integral trace forms if and only if they have the same
discriminant.
Remark 1.1. Notice that Theorem 3.3 does not make any reference to ramification type.
In particular, it is valid even in the presence of wild ramification.
In higher dimensional number fields, in contrast with cubic fields ramified at infinity,
the discriminant is not enough to determine the isometry class of the integral trace.
However, in certain cases the discriminant captures the spinor genus of the integral
trace. More explicitly we have:
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Theorem (cf. Theorem 2.11). Let K,L be two totally ramified tame Galois number
fields. Suppose that both K and L have odd degree. Then, the forms qK and qL belong
to the same spinor genus if and only if disc(K) = disc(L).
For number fields of fundamental discriminant1 our results lead us to a surprising
way to determine when an isometry between the integral traces exists. It turns out
that the existence of such an isometry depends on the parity of the number of factors
of ramified primes in each field.
Theorem (cf. Theorem 2.15). Let K,L be non totally real number fields of the same
signature and same fundamental discriminant, and assume further that 2 is at worst
tamely ramified in both fields. Then, the integral trace forms of K and L are isometric
if and only if for every odd prime p that ramifies in K the number of primes in OK
lying over p has the same parity as and the number of primes in OL lying over p.
2 Proofs for general degrees
We start with a general fact about a special kind of quadratic forms over the p-adic inte-
gers. We will denote by 〈a1, ..., an〉 the isometry class of a quadratic form a1x
2
1+...+anx
2
n.
Lemma 2.1. Let p be an odd prime, and let α1, α2, β1, β2 be elements in Z
∗
p such
that α1β1 = α2β2 mod (Z
∗
p)
2. Let 0 < f ≤ n be positive integers and consider the
n-dimensional Zp-quadratic forms given by
q(αi, βi) := 〈1, ..., 1, αi〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
⊕
〈p〉 ⊗ 〈1, ..., 1, βi〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−f
.
The following are equivalent:
1. The forms q(α1, β1) and q(α2, β2) are isometric over Zp.
2. The forms q(α1, β1) and q(α2, β2) are isometric over Qp.
3. (α1, p)p = (α2, p)p, where (, )p denotes the p-adic Hilbert symbol.
Proof. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) is obvious. Since (α1, p)p = (α2, p)p implies that
α1 = α2 mod (Z
∗
p)
2, from which β1 = β2 mod (Z
∗
p)
2 follows, then (3) ⇒ (1). To show
1Recall that a number d is called fundamental discriminant whenever it is equal to the discriminant
of a quadratic field.
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(2)⇒ (3) we may assume that f < n. Let hp(q) be the Hasse-Witt invariant of a form
q. By the linearity of the Hilbert symbol we have that
hp(q(αi, βi)) = hp(〈p, p, ..., p, pβi〉)(αi, p
n−fβi)p
= (p, p)
(n−f−1)(n−f)
2
p (βi, p)
n−f−1
p (αi, p)
n−f
p (αi, βi)p
= (p, p)
(n−f−1)(n−f)
2
p (αiβi, p)
n−f−1
p (αi, p)p
Since α1β1 = α2β2 mod (Z
∗
p)
2 we have that hp(q(α1, β1)) = hp(q(α2, β2)) if and only
if (α1, p)p = (α2, p)p. Thus, (2)⇔ (3).
Throughout the paper we will use Conway notation (p = −1) for the prime at infinity
(See [C-S, Chapter 15, §4]). For p 6= −1 we denote by vp the usual p-adic valuation in
Qp.
Ramification Invariants Given a number field L and a prime p we denote by gLp the
number of primes in OL lying over p. In particular, g
L
−1 = rL + sL where rL (resp, sL)
is the number of real (resp, complex) embeddings of L. Furthermore,
eLp :=
gLp∑
i=1
ei(L) and f
L
p :=
gLp∑
i=1
fi(L),
where e1(L), ..., egLp (L) are the ramification degrees of the prime p in L, with respective
residue degrees f1(L), ..., fgLp (L).
When the field L is clear from the context we will denote the ramification (resp,
residue) degrees only by ei (resp, fi) instead of ei(L) (resp, fi(L)).
Definition 2.2. For all primes p we define the integer up as follows
up =


−1 if p = −1,
5 if p = 2,
min
u∈Z
{
u : 0 < u < p |
(
u
p
)
= −1
}
for every other p.
Remark 2.3. Notice that up ∈ Z
∗
p \ (Z
∗
p)
2, in particular for p 6= 2 we have that up is a
generator of Z∗p/(Z
∗
p)
2.
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Definition 2.4. Let L be a number field of degree n and let p be a prime. The first and
second ramification factors of p in L are the integers defined by:
αLp :=
Ö
gLp∏
i=1
efii
è
u
(fLp −g
L
p )
p
βLp :=
(
(−1)
∑gLp
i=1
Äö
(ei−1)
2
ù
fi
ä)Ö gLp∏
i=1
e
(ei−fi)
i
è
u
(n−fLp −e
L
p+g
L
p )
p .
Furthermore, we denote by aLp the integral quadratic form of discriminant α
L
p given by
a
L
p := 〈e1, ..., e1, e1(−1)
f1−1, e1(−up)
f1−1〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
f1
⊕...⊕〈egLp , ..., egLp , egLp (−1)
f
gLp
−1
, egLp (−up)
f
gLp
−1
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
gLp
.
One of the useful applications of Lemma 2.1 is that it allows to check easily whenever
two number fields have integral trace forms in the same genus. This can be achieved
thanks to the following result:
Theorem 2.5. [Man3, Theorem 0.1] Let L be a degree n number field. Let p be a prime
which is not wildly ramified in L. If we denote by qL ⊗ Zp the quadratic form over Zp
induced by qL, then
qL ⊗ Zp ∼=


a
L
p
⊕
p⊗ (H⊕ ...⊕H)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−fLp
2
if p = 2,
a
L
p
⊕
p⊗ 〈1, ..., 1, βLp ν
L
p 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−fLp
if p 6= 2.
Furthermore, if p 6= 2 we have that aLp
∼= 〈1, ...., 1, αLp 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
fLp
. Here H denotes the Hyperbolic
plane over Z2 and for an odd prime ν
L
p is the unique element in Z
∗
p/(Z
∗
p)
2 such that
pn−f
L
p αLp β
L
p ν
L
p = disc(L).
Remark 2.6. From the above it follows that whenever L is a tamely ramified number
field of degree n its discriminant is given by
disc(L) =
∏
p
p(n−f
L
p ).
For details see [Man3, Corollary 1.14] or [S, Chapter III, Proposition 13]. For p = −1
the above says that the sign of the discriminant is (−1)sL.
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The following result, due to B.Erez, J. Morales and R.Perlis, shows that the integral
trace over Z2 is completely determined by the discriminant and the degree of the field
whenever 2 is at worst tamely ramified.
Proposition 2.7. Let K,L be number fields of the same degree and discriminant. Sup-
pose that 2 is not wildly ramified in either of them. Then,
qK ⊗ Z2 ∼= qL ⊗ Z2.
Proof. By the ramification hypothesis, and thanks to [C-Y, 8.5], we have that
qK ⊗Q2 ∼= qL ⊗Q2.
Since both fields are at worst tame at 2, and have the same degree and discriminant,
we have, thanks to Remark 2.6, that fK2 = f
L
2 . It follows from Theorem 2.5 and Witt’s
cancellation theorem that the forms aK2 and a
L
2 are equivalent over Q2. Since a
K
2 and
a
L
2 are odd forms we have from [O, 93:16] that they are equivalent over Z2 and hence
the result follows.
The following is a generalization of [Man1, Theorem 1.2].
Theorem 2.8. Let K,L be two non-totally real tamely ramified number fields of the
same signature and discriminant. Suppose that at most one odd prime ramifies in K.
Then, the integral quadratic forms qK and qL are isometric.
Proof. Since the discriminant is a complete invariant for quadratic fields, we may assume
that the degree of K and L is greater than 2. By the hypothesis on the signatures we
have that the forms qK and qL are isometric over R. They are also isometric over Z2
thanks to Proposition 2.7, and by the classification of unimodular forms over Zℓ they
are also isometric over Zℓ for every odd prime ℓ not dividing the common discriminant.
Finally, by the product formula on local Hasse invariants we have that qK and qL are
isometric over Qp for every p. From Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.1 we have that qK and
qL are in the same genus, so by [Man2, Theorem 2.12] they are in the same spinor genus.
Since the fields are non-totally real, the forms qK and qL are two regular indefinite forms
of dimension at least 3 that have the same spinor genus. By Eichler’s [Eich] we have
that they are integrally equivalent.
Proposition 2.9. Let K,L be tamely ramified number fields of degree n ≥ 3. The
integral quadratic forms qK and qL belong to the same spinor genus if and only if the
following conditions hold:
i) disc(K) = disc(L),
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ii) sK = sL,
iii) For every finite prime p 6= 2 that divides the common discriminant of K and L
we have that (
αKp
p
)
=
(
αLp
p
)
.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7 we have that qK ⊗ Z2 ∼= qL ⊗ Z2, and since both fields have
the same signature we have that their local traces coincide at p = −1. Since K and L
have the same discriminant, and both fields are tame, we have thanks to Lemma 2.1
and Theorem 2.5 that qK ⊗ Zp ∼= qL ⊗ Zp for all other values of p. The results follows
from [Man2, Theorem 2.12].
Corollary 2.10. Let K,L be two tame Galois number fields of the same odd degree.
For a given prime p let ep (resp, e˜p) be the ramification degree of K (resp, L) at p. The
forms qK and qL belong to the same spinor genus if and only if
disc(K) = disc(L) and
Ç
ep
p
å
=
Ç
e˜p
p
å
for all odd primes p that ramify in K.
Proof. Since K is an odd Galois extension it follows from the definition of the first
ramification invariant that αKp ≡ ep mod (Z
∗
p)
2, and similarly for L. Since odd Galois
extensions are totally real the result follows from Proposition 2.9.
Theorem 2.11. Let K,L be two totally ramified tame Galois number fields. Suppose
that both K and L have odd degree. Then, the forms qK and qL belong to the same
spinor genus if and only if disc(K) = disc(L).
Proof. Suppose that disc(K) = disc(L) and let p be a prime ramifying in either field.
Since both fields are totally ramified we have that [K : Q] = ep and [L : Q] = e˜p.
On the other hand since both fields are tame we have that vp(disc(K)) = ep − 1 and
vp(disc(L)) = e˜p − 1. In particular, [K : Q] = [L : Q] and ep = e˜p. The result follows
from Corollary 2.10.
Remark 2.12. One particular case in which Theorem 2.11 applies is when both fields
K and L are tame Z/ℓZ-extensions of Q for some prime ℓ. In such a case there is a
stronger result of Conner and Perlis which says that qK and qL are isometric whenever
they have the same discriminant. Moreover, in their result the fields can have wild
ramification (see [C-P, Chapter IV]).
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Theorem 2.13. Let K,L be tamely ramified number fields of the same degree, and
suppose that sK > 0. The integral quadratic forms qK and qL are isometric if and only
if the following conditions hold:
i) disc(K) = disc(L),
ii) sK = sL,
iii) For every finite prime p 6= 2 that divides the common discriminant of K and L
we have that (
αKp
p
)
=
(
αLp
p
)
.
Proof. Since the spinor genus of a non-positive definite form of degree at least 3 contains
only one isometry class the result follows from Proposition 2.9.
Proposition 2.14. Let K,L be tamely ramified number fields of the same degree, and
suppose that sK > 0. The integral quadratic forms qK and qL are isometric if and only
if the following conditions hold:
(a) fKp = f
L
p for every prime p that ramifies in either K or L.
(b) For every finite prime p 6= 2 that ramifies in either K or L
gKp − h
K
p ≡ g
L
p − h
L
p (mod 2),
where
hLp = #
{
i : fi(L) is odd and
(
ei(L)
p
)
= −1
}
.
Proof. The result is implied by Theorem 2.13 and the following three observations about
tame number fields. Let F be a degree n tamely ramified number field. Then,
• (−1)f
F
p
Å
αFp
p
ã
= (−1)g
F
p −h
F
p . This follows from the multiplicative properties of the
Jacobi symbol and since
(
up
p
)
= −1.
• n − fF
−1 = sF . Every place above p = −1 has inertia degree 1 hence f
F
−1 is the
number of places above infinity i.e., rF + sF .
• disc(F ) =
∏
p
p(n−f
F
p ). See Remark 2.6.
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For fields of fundamental discriminant the above characterization of the isometry
between trace forms can be greatly simplified.
Theorem 2.15. Let K,L be tame non-totally real number fields of the same signature
and same fundamental discriminant. Then, the integral quadratic forms qK and qL are
isometric if and only if for every odd prime that ramifies in K we have that
gKp ≡ g
L
p (mod 2).
Proof. Let p be an odd prime ramified in K, and let d := disc(K). By the hypothesis
on K we have that vp(d) = 1 and since vp(d) = [K : Q]− f
K
p it follows that
f1(K)(e1(K)− 1) + ...+ fgKp (K)(egKp (K)− 1) = 1.
Therefore there exists a unique 1 ≤ i ≤ gKp such that ei 6= 1. Moreover for such an i we
have that fi = 1 and ei = 2, thus
hKp = #
{
i : fi(K) is odd and
(
ei(K)
p
)
= −1
}
=
1−
(
2
p
)
2
.
Similarly we have that hLp =
1−
(
2
p
)
2
so in particular hKp = h
L
p . Since K and L have
the same signatures we have that [K : Q] = [L : Q], and since they have the same
discriminant and both are tame we have that fKp = f
L
p for every ramified prime p. Since
hKp = h
L
p for every odd ramified prime the result follows from Proposition 2.14.
Remark 2.16. Notice that a number field that has fundamental discriminant can only
have wild ramification at p = 2. In particular, for square free discriminants we can
remove the tameness condition on the above theorem.
3 Cubic fields
All the results we have proved on the isometry of the integral trace have the assumption
that the number fields are tamely ramified. In the case of cubic fields we can improve
this by giving sufficient and enough conditions to decide when two cubic fields have
integral traces in the same spinor genus. As it turns out, the equality between the
discriminants gives such necessary and sufficient conditions.
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Lemma 3.1. Let F1, F2 be two totally ramified cubic extensions of Q3. Then, the
integral trace forms of F1 and F2 are equivalent if and only if
disc(F1) = disc(F2) mod (Z
∗
3)
2.
Proof. Let Oi be the ring of integers of Fi, and let TFi be the integral trace form of Fi.
Since Fi/Q3 is totally ramified we have that Oi = Z3[αi] where αi satisfies a polynomial
of the form x3 + 3aix+ bi ∈ Z3[x]. From this we see that trFi/Q3(Oi) ⊂ 3Z3 thus
TFi
∼= 〈3〉 ⊗ Ui
where Ui is a ternary quadratic form over Z3. More explicitly, if one considers the
Z3-basis of Oi given by {1, αi, α
2
i +2ai} then the Gram matrix of the trace form in that
basis is given by 
 3 0 00 −6ai −3bi
0 −3bi 6a
2
i

 .
Suppose that F1 and F2 have the same discriminant, hence the same is true about
U1 and U2. Hence if d := disc(Ui) we see that d =
disc(Fi)
27
= −(b2i + 4a
3
i ). Since
v3(disc(Fi)) ∈ {3, 4, 5}, [S, Chapter III, Proposition 13], we have that v3(d) ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
• If v3(d) = 0 then U1 ∼= U2 ∼= 〈1, 1, d〉 or equivalently
TF1
∼= TF2
∼= 〈3, 3, 3d〉.
• If v3(d) = 1 then F1 and F2 are among the four cubic extensions of Q3 with
discriminant with 3-valuation equal to 4. A set of polynomials defining these
extensions is:
x3 − 3x+ 19, x3 − 3x+ 1, x3 − 3x+ 10, x3 − 3x+ 5.
An explicit calculation shows that the integral trace form of all these extensions
is of the form 〈3, 6, 9δ〉 for some δ ∈ Z∗3. Therefore any two of these extensions
have the same integral trace form if and only if they have the same discriminant.
In particular,
TF1
∼= TF2
∼= 〈3, 6, 3d/2〉.
• If v3(d) = 2 then F1 and F2 are among the three cubic extensions of Q3 with
discriminant having 3-valuation equal to 5. A set of polynomials defining these
extensions are:
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x3 + 3, x3 + 21, x3 + 12.
An explicit calculation shows that the integral trace of all these extensions is given
by 〈3, 9,−9〉. In particular
TF1
∼= TF2
∼= 〈3, 9,−9〉.
Theorem 3.2. Let K,L be cubic number fields. Then qK and qL belong to the same
spinor genus if and only if disc(K) = disc(L).
Proof. Since the discriminant is an invariant of a genus, we have that disc(K) = disc(L)
if qK and qL belong to the same spinor genus. Suppose now that K and L have the
same discriminant. Thanks to [Man2, Theorem 2.12] it is enough to show that for every
prime p, the integral forms qK ⊗ Zp and qL ⊗ Zp are equivalent.
(a) If either p = −1 or p does not divide the common discriminant d we have that
qK ⊗ Zp ∼= 〈1, 1, d〉 ∼= qL ⊗ Zp.
(b) Let p ∤ 6 be a finite prime dividing the common discriminant. Since p is tamely
ramified in both fields we see by looking at the valuation of the discriminant at p
that fKp = f
L
p . This equality implies that p has the same number of prime factors
and same ramification and residue degrees in both K and L. Thus hKp = h
L
p , and
gKp = g
L
p . Hence the result follows by Proposition 2.14.
(c) Let p = 2. If 2 has at worst tame ramification in both fields we have, thanks to
Proposition 2.7, that qK ⊗Z2 ∼= qL⊗Z2. If 2 has wild ramification in both K and
L then
qK ⊗ Z2 ∼= 〈1〉 ⊕ TF ∼= qL ⊗ Z2,
where F is the unique quadratic extension of Q2 with discriminant equal to the
common discriminant of K and L. We finish by showing that the above are the
only two possibilities i.e.,
Claim: The ramification type of 2 is the same in K and L.
Proof. If 2 had wild ramification in K and tame in L then its prime factorization
would be of the form B1B
2
2 in OK and of the form B
3 in OL. Therefore
qK ⊗ Z2 ∼= 〈1〉 ⊕ TF ,
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where TF is the integral trace form of a quadratic ramified extension F/Q2. On
the other hand, thanks to Theorem 2.5, we have that
qL ⊗ Z2 ∼= 〈3〉
⊕
2⊗H.
Since det
Ä
〈3〉
⊕
2⊗H
ä
= −12 mod (Z∗2)
2 we conclude that disc(F ) = −12 mod
(Z∗2)
2 but there is no quadratic extension F/Q2 with such a discriminant.
(d) Let p = 3. We may assume that p has wild ramification, otherwise we could
argue as in (a) or (b). Since 3 has factorization of type B3 in both fields, then
qK ⊗ Z3 ∼= TF1 and qK ⊗ Z3
∼= TF2 where the Fi’s are totally ramified cubic
extensions of Q3, and TFi is the integral trace form of Fi. By Lemma 3.1 we have
that TF1
∼= TF2 , thus
qK ⊗ Z3 ∼= qL ⊗ Z3.
As a corollary we obtain that in the case of non-totally real cubic fields, the trace
form is completely determined by its discriminant.
Theorem 3.3. Let K,L be cubic number fields, and suppose disc(K) < 0. Then qK
and qL are isometric if and only if disc(K) = disc(L).
Proof. Since for cubic fields, having a negative discriminant is equivalent to having
an indefinite trace form, the result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 and
Eichler’s result on indefinite forms [Eich].
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